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Equally Fit – ending health inequalities for people with 
serious mental illness 
Alison Cairns



A Partnership



Bipolar Scotland

What do we do?
• We are a membership organisation.
• We run self help groups with trained facilitators

throughout Scotland.
• We deliver a course of self management training 

tailored to bipolar disorder.
• We provide information from our office base –

website, library, telephone.
• We make use of social media @BipolarScotland
• We produce high quality, relevant booklets on different

aspects of living with bipolar.
• We deliver awareness raising talks and events.
• We hold a popular and topical annual conference.



Supporting People Across Scotland
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1. Gatehouse, Golspie
2. Companas, Alness
3. Solas Project, 

Inverness 
4. Glengarry Centre, 

Fort William
5. Tayside Carer Support. 

Perth & Kinross
6. Tayside Carer Support 

and CU Thru, Dundee
7. Fife Services, Kirkcaldy
8. Glasgow Carer Support
9. Stafford Centre, 

Edinburgh
10. National Office, 

Edinburgh
11. Support in Mind 

Scotland, Stranraer
12. Queen Street 

Resource Centre,  
Newton Stewart

13. Stewartry Resource 
Centre, Castle Douglas

14. Kaleidoscope, 
CU Thru, Life Skills and 
Genesis, Dumfries

15. Nursery Place Resource 
Centre, Annan
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• 2000 people supported a year

• 250 carers 

• People affected by serious 
mental health problems and 
mental illness

• Social Support – one to one 
and group activities – buildings 
based and outreach

• Emotional and physical 
wellbeing; skills development; 
practical help

• Improve quality of life and 
address loneliness and isolation.



Involving People –
Taking a Rights-Based Approach

Shared  Values
“Supporting people 
to  have a voice and 

promoting human rights” 

“We are a membership 
organisation and what we do 
is governed by our members. 
We are here to provide 
support to anyone in Scotland 
affected by bipolar”
Bipolar Scotland

“Everything  we say and everything  
we do is based  on the experience 
of the people whom we support”  
Support in Mind Scotland



Ending the health inequalities 
experienced by people with 

serious mental illness to 
improve physical health, 

to help people live longer, 
healthier and happier lives.



“We can’t continue to accept 
the fact that people with 
mental health problems die 
15 to 20 years earlier than the 
average in the population. We 
need to find a way of shaping 
our services to change that.”



“Added to that are the painful, non-physical and devastating impacts of living with 
a chronic mental illness: all the apathy, all the sadness, all the paranoia; that 
blankness and emptiness and that stultifying lack of energy; and that sad roll call 
explains everything about why do we not comply, and why do we do nothing much 
at all and get progressively more unfit and progressively more unhealthy.”

“We need those who have 

rejected us to reach out and 
to apologise and to try to do 
better rather than telling us 
that it  is  our own fault and 
that if we just retrained, took 
the meds and looked for 
work,  life would be better.”



• Develop a Charter for physical 
health equality

• Identify actions that local people and 
professionals can take to make this 
Charter a reality in their area

• Take those actions into local areas

• Change Network of 100 
people across Scotland – 75% Lived 
Experience

• Local Focus Groups
• Wider consultation – lived 

experience
• 15 Change Champions



Charter of Rights 
and

Actions for Change



Rights 

• Right to be as physically well as possible in spite of my mental illness – I should not have to just ‘make do’ or 
accept poor physical health 

• Right to be listened to as an expert in my own health and to be believed when I raise issues and concerns about 
physical symptoms or changes that are abnormal or unexpected

• Right to be fully involved in decisions about my care and treatment even though I may at times lack full capacity 
for making decisions

• Right to involve an advocate or relative/carer on my behalf when I am not able to speak for myself, and to have 
this person involved in decisions about my care and treatment if appropriate

• Right to good timely information and guidance at all stages of treatment including a clear statement of my 
rights at each stage

• Right to challenge decisions and poor practice without fear or anxiety

• Right of family members/carers to have their own rights and need for support respected and taken into account 

• Right to be part of a community that allows me to feel connected to others, seek encouragement, grow in 
confidence and be in the best possible position to make good decisions about my health



Policy Commitments 

• Gathering data – including information about outcomes

• Equal funding for physical and mental healthcare based on needs

• Implementing health audits that track the economic benefits of early diagnosis and intervention

• Requiring high quality annual physical health checks and an audit system to monitor compliance with the 
standard

• Funding research into pharmaceutical options that reduce the negative impact of physical side effects

• Funding research into lifestyle interventions which improve long-term physical health outcomes 

• A dedicated mental health practitioner within every primary health team

• A clear statement and action plan about integrated physical and mental health care in each Health Board

• Protecting and developing open, accessible community resources that encourage peer support, early 
intervention and keeping people safe



Actions for Change

Strategic
• Policy statements and commitments

• Joined up healthcare 

- information sharing

- shared assessments

- joint training

- protocols that smooth transitions (admission and discharge)

Supporting Individuals
• Lifestyle choices

- services in familiar places

- understanding additional barriers

- peer support; buddying 



Supportive Communities

“If we feel a sense of belonging and acceptance, if we are valued and treasured and 
cared for and can share our experiences and our food and our stories, if there are 
places we can go and be with our own and if there are places in the wider 
community where we know we will be welcome  rather than having to carve out our 
own acceptance then of course we can begin to think of ourselves in a new and 
more positive light. And then the ideals of self- management or recovery and of 
autonomy can flourish in a healthy way.”



Social Support 

Supportive Communities

This Charter asks local health providers to consider developing more supportive local 
communities:

• Resource existing local community groups to do more rather than provide support ‘in-house’

• Work in partnership with local community groups to deliver things like health check clinics, courses, 
classes and routine information sessions

• Resource existing services to expand fundamental social support that addresses inequalities at 
source, including loneliness



GET INVOLVED

Join our Change Network

Lesley Fyfe: Project Administrator
lesleyf@bipolarscotland.org.uk

Alison Cairns: Chief Executive
alisonc@bipolarscotland.org. uk

Frances Simpson: Chief Executive
fsimpson@supportinmindscotland.org.uk

mailto:lesleyf@bipolarscotland.org.uk
mailto:Alisonc@bipolarscotland.org.uk
mailto:fsimpson@supportinmindscotland.org.uk
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Gillian Davies

Consultant Nurse (Mental Health)

Argyll and Bute HSCP                                 















Triangle of Care Project Plan

























Thank You…

• Gillian Davies

Consultant Nurse 

Mental Health Services

Argyll and Bute

• Email: gilliandavies@nhs.net

• Twitter: DaviesGill14

mailto:gilliandavies@nhs.net
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Clozapine & Lithium 
A high risk challenge



How best to provide clozapine info to patients?

Options

Manufacturer’s leaflets

Choice and Medication

On line sources

Something else???



Why?

• Because patients and carers tell us they don’t get enough!





What’s wrong with PILs?



Pro’s & Cons of C&M

• Comprehensive but in a short format

• Independent of big Pharma!

• Too much for some

• Relies on internet access



Time for something different, part 1?





Time for something different, part 2?





6 single topic clozapine cards

• Blood tests

• Constipation

• Taking regularly

• Weight gain/health living

• Hypersalivation

• Smoking



Testing clozapine cards

• 2 CMHTs in GG&C

• 1 card per month

• Follow up facilitated patient survey

• Who fancies testing the handy guide?



Lithium – what’s the problem?



Education



Monitoring



Toxicity



GG&C Lithium Standards

• Pre-treatment work up

• Education

• Monitoring

• Communication

• Follow up



Lithium ward bundle

• Key facts

• Care planning

• MDT checklist

• Staff education



Over the past week, have you experienced any of the following possible side effects and if so, to what 

extent? 

Never Mild Moderate Severe Tick if this is 

distressing

1. I have been very thirsty and/or passing urine more frequently

2. I have woken during the night because I needed to pass urine

3. I have felt more hungry than usual or have gained weight

4. I have a metallic taste in my mouth

5. My mouth has been dry

6. I have felt like I am going to be sick 

7. My ankles have been swollen

8. I have had difficulty remembering things and/or concentrating

9. I have developed a rash/ skin problem or an existing skin problem has got worse

10. I am tired *

11. My skin/ hair is drier than usual *

12. I have had problems opening my bowels (constipation) *

13. My hands or arms have been shaky *1

14. My vision has been blurry 

15. My speech is slurred 

16. I have felt very sleepy during the day 

17. I have vomited and/or had diarrhoea 

18. My muscles have felt weak and/or my muscles have been twitching 

19. I have been unsteady on my feet 

20. I feel confused 



Side effect checklist

• Several PDSA cycles

• Initial single patient testing in Forensic and Older adult mental 
health wards

• Further testing in one adult and one older adult CMHT

• Will be part of the new standards in GG&C
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DO I REALLY LOOK AS THOUGH I 
COULD HARM YOU??

SUSAN COCHRANE, SENIOR CHARGE NURSE

IPCU, WISHAW GENERAL HOSPITAL, LANARKSHIRE







SCOTTISH PATIENT SAFETY PROGRAMME



HIGH DOSE ANTIPSYCHOTIC MONITORING

100% IDENTIFICATION 100% MONITORING



Sometimes you face 
difficulties not 
because you’re 
doing something 
wrong, but because 
you’re doing 
something right

-Joel Osteen



• PHYSICAL RESTRAINT & RT MEDICATION
• RESPIRITORY DEPRESSION
• DYSTONIA
• NEUROLEPTIC MALIGNANT SYNDROME (NMS)



RAPID TRANQUILISATION

TRAINEE DOCTOR

AUG – OCT 2015

GA ACUTE WARD 1 
(23 BEDS) & IPCU

AUDITED AGAINST 7
STANDARDS

AGAINST LANARKSHIRE GUIDANCE



MAIN RESULTS

• Compliance with physical health monitoring 
following administration of RT only 17% V’s 
Acuphase at 100%

• Prescriptions not clear regarding indications for use 
e.g. RT or PRN

• Local RT guidelines required review 

• Visual monitoring form altered and introduced 



MAIN FOCUS OF IMPROVEMENT METHODOLOGY

• Scoping exercise with staff to ascertain practical knowledge & 
understanding of current RT guidelines

• Compliance with physical monitoring

• Recording form which included aspects of the standards audited



RT RECORDING FORM





AUDIT DATA
• First month (Aug) 50% compliance with completing form against actual incidents 

of RT administration

• Second month (Sept) 100% compliance

• Third month (Oct) – no incidents

• To date (Nov) – 100% compliance

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

120%

% of completion of Forms



CHANGES MADE 

• Amendments to form

• Staff education on completing

• Lead on review of Lanarkshire’s Rapid Tranquilisation guidelines

• Education on physical health monitoring

• Links with Pamova to review cross over into reducing V&A work



FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS

PRESCRIPTION SHEET/CARDEX

TRAINING FOR JUNIOR DOCTORS

LEARN PRO MODULE

ADVANCED STATEMENTS



IPCU Network  

Reduction of restraint/patient choices & experiences

Sharing good practice & Learning

Lanarkshire/Denmark collaboration



Region Zealand

VISITS FROM COLLEAGUES IN DENMARK
BESØG FRA KOLLEGER I DANMARK

SHARING GOOD PRACTICE AROUND AREAS OF THE SCOTTISH 
PATIENT SAFETY PROGRAMME
UDVEKSLING AF GOD PRAKSIS OMKRING OMRÅDER AF 
PROGRAMMET SKOTSKE PATIENTSIKKERHED



AIMS
ASRAegion Zealand

• To develop a programme
of learning and sharing of 
knowledge

• To support exchange of 
knowledge virtually and 
in person

• To use experience in both 
areas to improve results

• Steering Group

• Reducing use of restraint and 
seclusion collaboration group

• Reducing suicide collaboration 
group

AIMS                    GROUPINGS
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“Patients can become dependent on observations and may find it 
difficult to take responsibility for their own safety”

“By keeping patients under observation staff can manage their 
own anxiety”

Staff and patients described decisions to 
reduce observation levels as difficult 
because: 
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Depression therapy by nurses 
matches expert treatments

Myth: BPD is untreatable

Fact: When a person actively engages in a 
therapy program aimed at regulating emotions, 

reducing self destructive behaviour, and 
developing a strong sense of identity their 
symptoms will be greatly reduced within 2 

years and by 5 years individuals often will no 
longer meet the criteria for BPD.



Relational security
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Huntlyburn Care 

Plan

Topic__ 

Observation______

_

PATIENT ID 

(LABEL)

Health 

Professional:

Date

Current situation: 

Strengths:  

Goal: (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, 

Realistic, Timely)

Carer Involvement (How do you wish 

your carer/family to be involved?)
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Learning to Learn Together: Making and 

sharing our work collaboratively

Andy Cruickshank

Associate Director of Nursing for Quality Improvement



Joy in Work



“Management’s overall aim should be to 
create a system in which everybody may take 
joy in his work” 
(W. Edwards Deming)

“Every provider should aspire to create an 
environment in which there is joy at work and 
that avoids the risk of staff burnout” 
(Don Berwick, 2016)



Joy is more than the absence of 
burnout, just like health is more than 

the absence of disease.

Antonovsky, A. (1979) Health, Stress and Coping. San Francisco: 
Jossey-Bass. 





Start Making Connections





Local Context



Focus on outcomes, 
not tasks

Front line staff able 
to use systematic 

method

Learning system, 
where it is ok to fail

Performance is 
visible for all to see

Focus on continuous 
improvement



The Sequence of Improvement 

Sustaining  improvements and 
Spreading changes to other 
locations

Developing a 
change

Implementing a 
change

Testing a changeTheory and 
Prediction

Test under a 
variety of 
conditions

Make part of 
routine 
operations











Is it making a difference?
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Incidents resulting in physical violence in Globe 
ward

Tower Hamlets Violence Collaborative (Globe Ward)
Monthly report – July 2016
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Testing begins April 2012

PDSA 1: BVC

PDSA 2: BVC + Safety Huddles

24/03 Shift pattern changes

17/04 Gender specific wards

02/03 PDSA: Standing up Safety Huddles

- Baseline data

- Days between todays date and the last date of incident

88%
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Globe Ward was the first ward to start working on reducing violence back in early 2012. 
The above data shows that the team achieved an 88% reduction in violence in October 
2012, which they have maintained since then. They now experience 1 violence incident 
every 2 months. This means that, whilst there were 41 incidents of physical violence in 

2012, in 2015 they experienced only 6.

It should be noted that baseline data shown above for Globe Ward (like for all wards in 
this report) is drawn from Datix and we know that there was considerable under-

reporting of incidents before this project started, so all reductions will be a considerable 
under-estimate.
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Away Day Session 1st April: Discussing 
impact (data + sharing patient stories), 

learning together around effective 
recording in safety huddle diary

Supporting staff, sharing data and 
celebrating success





It is more than charts.
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What is the MWCS?



Key activities

• Visiting

• Monitoring the operation of legislation

• Investigations and inquiries

• Advice and promotion of best practice

• Influencing and challenging service providers



Why am I here?



MWCS and patient safety in mental health.





Advice and promotion of 
good practice



Safeguarding

• DMPs

• Nominated practitioners S48 and S50 AWIA



Safeguarded treatments



Monitoring
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Influencing & challenging – we meet…

• Scottish Ministers/Officials

• Health Boards and Local Authorities

• Professional organisations

• Other regulatory organisations

• Independent and voluntary sector providers

• Service user and carer organisations



Investigations



Starved of Care
Ms MN
Ms OP



Visits



Local Visits



Themed Visits



Dignity and Respect



Impact and Importance





SPSP-Mental Health

@spsp_mh #mhimprove





















#mhimprove

Physical Health



#mhimprove

People with severe mental illness die on average 20 years younger than 
the rest of the population, largely owing to poor physical health.
Brown et al (2010) British Journal of Psychiatry 196; Parks et al (2006), National Association of state Mental Health Programme Directors



#mhimprove

Service User 
Involvement



Phys/MH

#mhimprove



#mhimprove

Results driven 
improvement



#mhimprove

Reduction in the percentage of patients who self harm of up to 75%

Reduction in the rates of restraint of up to 64% 

Reduction in the rates of violence of up to 80% 

Over 600 facilitated patient safety climate tools completed 

Over 3000 staff safety climate questionnaires completed



#mhimprove





Looking into an unknown future………

#mhimprove





Be ambitious! Be brave! Be nice! 

#mhimprove

People are and feel safe




